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We investigate nonlinear effects in superconductors placed in a superposition of a constant electromag
netic field and an alternating one (of frequency w <R: .:l). We show that even when l » ~ o it is necessary 
to take the impurities into account in nonlinear non-equilibrium problems. The behavior of the gap and 
of the nonlinear surface imepdance turns out to depend on the parameter A = (r~2.:lwr1 . We calculate 
the coordinate dependence of the gap harmonic of frequency w and the nonlinear correction to the sur
face impedance. We show that the oscillations of the gap lead to a reversal of the sign of the nonlinear 
correction to the impedance on going through the frequency w ~ .:l2/ T c· 

MUCH attention has recently been paid to phenomena 
occurring in superconductors under the influence of 
strong alternating electromagnetic fields. From the 
theoretical point of view, this question was considered 
in greatest detail by Gor'kov and Eliashberg[ll , who 
proposed a general approach to the analysis of non
stationary phenomena in superconductors. In the pres
ent paper we employ the calculation procedure devel
oped in UJ to investigate nonlinear effects in the electro
dynamics of pure superconductors, i.e., superconduc
tors satisfying the condition l » ~ 0 , where l is the elec
tron mean free path and ~ 0 is the correlation parameter. 
We investigate the coordinate dependence of the super
conductivity parameter .:l(rt) and the influence of the 
constant magnetic field on the surface impedance of the 
superconductor. We show that even if l >> ~ 0 , allowance 
for the impurities is essential in principle in non
equilibrium nonlinear problems. Both the superconduc
tivity parameter .:l(rt) and the surface impedance de
pend significantly on the parameter A = (r~2.:lwr\ 
where T is the free path time, w the frequency of the 
alternating field, and .:l the equilibrium value of the gap. 

The problem is solved for an infinite superconductive 
half-space, and the reflection of the electrons from the 
boundary is assumed to be specular. The field is con
sidered in accordance with perturbation theory. We use 
a gauge divA = 0, which makes it possible to regard 
.:l(rt) as a reql quantity. The temperature is limited by 
the condition 1- T/T c » K 2 • 

1. ROLE OF IMPURITIES AND DEPENDENCE OF THE 
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY PARAMETER ON THE FIELD 

Being interested in the correction .:l1(rt) = .:l(rt) - .:l 
to its equilibrium value, we write down the equation for 
.:l, using the thermodynamic approach, up to second 
order in the field, and then carry out an analytic con
tinuation to the real- frequency axis by the method ofl1J; 
we then obtain, in the Fourier representation, the fol
lowing equation1>: 

!)This equation was investigated for w = 0 and l ll> ~0 by Rusinov 
and Shapoval [ 2], whose notation as a rule coincides with ours. 
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+~ dk,dk, 
L(k)t:.,(k)= Il (Zn)'6(k-k,-k,)L,(kk,k,)A(k,)A(k2), (1.1) 

where k stands for (qw), and the vector q is directed 
along the Z axis, which is perpendicular to the surface 
of the superconductor. A(k) in formula (1.1) is the solu
tion of the linear equation for the field: 

A(k)= ZHsur(w) =2Hsur(w)Y(k), (1.2) 
q' +K(qw) 

Hsur(w) is the Fourier component of the field on the 
surface, and K(k) is the kernel connecting the field with 
the current in the linear approximation; this kernel 
was calculated inl3 J: 

j(k) = -(c I 4n)K(k)A(k). (1.3) 
Analogously, the kernel L(k) is a "loop" of two Green's 
functions of the superconductor, in which an analytic 
continuation has been carried out to the real-frequency 
axis. The analytic expressions for the kernels L(k) and 
K(k) will be given later. 

The kernel Lz(kk1kz) is the product of three Green's 
functions of the superconductor. It is of greatest inter
est to us, since its properties determine the frequency 
region in which it is possible to go over in (1.1) to the 
static case. We shall see presently that when the limit 
w1,2 - 0 is taken, Lz(kk1kz) goes over into its static ex
pression only if account is taken of the dependence on 
the electron mean free path l. This is connected with 
the fact that after averaging over the impurities, the 
dependence of the free- path time T is contained in Lz 
in such a way that the limiting transition w- 0, T - oo 

will depend on the sequence in which the limits are 
taken. This is easiest to see by considering in (1.1) 
large values of the momentum qv » 1/ T (vis the 
Fermi velocity), i.e., by investigating the behavior of 
the gap at distances z <R: l. It can be shown (see Appen
dix 1) that to average (1.1) over the impurities in this 
case it is not necessary to take into account the "ladder 
of dashed lines," and it suffices merely to replace the 
Green's function of the pure superconductor by the 
Green's functions of the alloy. 

We write 
L,(kk,k,) == L, ( qq,q, ) (k = k, + k,) 

WffitCth 
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in the form 

L, ( qq,q, ) = L~) ( qq,q,) + L~) ( qq,q,), (1.4) 
WWrWz 000 ww,w, 

where L~0l(q<ttq2) is the static result. After rather cum
bersome integrations we obtain for the quantity 

L~1 l q q1 q2 , which we shall need later on, under the w w 0 
condition that qv » 1/T and w1,2 «A, T, the following 
result (see Appendix 2): 

L~'l{q q, q,) =- i:n;D,' (ev)'~ch-'~J_!::;_ 
w w 0 8v c 2T 21' , ryy,' 

( q ........ q, ) 
+ q,++-q, ' y,(e)=y(e-w). (1. 5) 

In formula (1.5), y andy are the roots of~. de
termined with the cut (- oo, - A) (A, + oo) and taken 
respectively with the complex E plane approached from 
below or from above. The unambiguous choice of the 
branches is determined by the condition y (0) = it:., from 
which it follows that all the roots have a positive imag
inary part in the entire complex E plane. The integra
tion is along a contour that encompasses the cut 
(-"",-A) (A,+"") (Fig. 1). 

We note now that at finite T, none of the denominators 
in the square brackets of (1.5) has zeroes in the entire 
complex E plane, since Im(y1, y) :=: 0. Bearing this in 
mind and using the condition w « A and the fact that the 
integrals in (1.5) converge within distances ~ w near the 
points IE 1 = A, we can transform the expression for L~1 > 
into 

L}'l { qq,q,) = -~(~)' ~ch-'~ 
wwO 16v c 2T 2T 

x(-1 (lli-l!L)Io(!.)+...!. (lli-l!L)h(!.)) 
2q, q, q q, q, q 

+(q++q,, q,++-q,), 

in 
J,(J.) = - 1- ~·+if. (1.6) 

- ~ ~ ~ 
+ 2 J (x' + 1) (x + B'fx +if.) + 2 J (x'- 1) (x- (l'/x +if.) ' 

0 0 

lo(A) =I,(!.) lo~o, B' = q / q,, A= 1 /T"J12~<JJ, (1. 7) 

The integrals in (1. 7) can be calculated in elementary 
fashion, but are rather complicated functions of the 
parameters {3 and A. We do not present their expres
sions here, since the coordinate dependence of A1(rt) 
and the surface impedance can be calculated only in the 
limiting cases A ~ 1. The limiting values of functions 
If3( A) and Io( A) are: 

) 

I' 
c 

-Ll LJ 

FIG. I 

1(1.)-+ in!. ·[B-1+iW+1] as Io(A)-+-i:rt, 
~ B(1-~') ~+1 B'-1 

(1.8) 
:n; 

Io(A)-+J,(I.)-+-T(1 + i)-+0 as 1.-+0. (1.9) 

It is important, however, that when A - 0 (i.e., 1/ T 

- 0 at finite w), we have If3(A)- 0, whereas I0(A) 
-- iJT. This means that had we not introduced from the 
very outset the finite path time T, and assumed 1/ T = 0, 
then the expression for the kernel L2(kk1k2) would not 
go over into its static expression as w1,2 - 0. On the 
other hand, if A - oo ( w - 0 at finite T), then I0 ( A) and 
If3( i\) tend to zero, as they should. 

A similar situation arises in all the higher-order 
kernels in the expansion of A(rt) or of the current in 
powers of the field. Such a frequency dispersion at low 
frequencies and at a large electron mean free path is 
undoubtedly due to the presence of bound electron states 
near the surface of the metal2>£4 J. Since we take only 
terms ~ H0H1 into account in (1.1), this corresponds to 
a calculation of a "loop" of Green's functions (Fig. 2), 
expanded in a~series in the field Ho to first order only; 
in this loop, G(Ho) is the Green's functions of the super
conductor in the presence of only a constant magnetic 
field. In the case of an impurity- free superconductor, 
these functions have singularities in Ho due to the pres
ence of surface levels, so that our series expansion of 
t:..(rt) is, generally speaking, not valid. However, the 
presence of impurities in the superconductor, as we 
shall see, eliminates these singularities and makes it 
possible to solve the problem by perturbation theory. 
We note now that in the linear "responses" L(k) and 
K(k), the limiting transition w - 0, T - oo does not de
pend on the sequence in which the limits are taken, and 
they must therefore be calculated at 1/ T = 0. 

Proceeding now to the solution of (1.1), we see that 
the frequency dispersion in the kernel L2 becomes ap
preciable starting with a frequency U ~ A/(AT) 2. As to 
the kernels L(k) and K(k), it will be shown below that in 
the temperature region (-oo, -A) (A, +oo), the frequency 
dispersion in these kernels will assume a role starting 
with the frequency U0 ~ A2/Tc· At sufficiently large T 

(which we assume) we have U « ilo and it is necessary 
to take into account only the dispersion of the kernel L2. 
We shall calculate the coordinate dependence of the 
superconductivity parameter A(rt) for this case, assum
ing that the field on the surface of the superconductor is 
given by H(t) = H0 + H1 sin wt (H1 « Ho). We confine 
ourselves to the case when the vectors Ho and H1 are 
parallel. 

From (1.1) we have for the harmonic of A with fre
quency w: 

JrHo) 

~ 
G(Hg) 

FIG. 2 

2lThis circumstance was pointed out to the author by L. P. Gor'kov. 
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BniH,H, fSOO ( qq q ) 
A {q) d d {jf )L '-":·0' Y(q,O)Y(q,O). Llw = L(qO) -oo q, q, \q- q,- q, 2 ~~ 

(1.10) 
For L(qO) and K(qO) we readily obtain 

L(qO) = nT ,E ~ [1- 2 _w.' arctg~]; 
w. w.qv 2w. (1.11) ·. 

here <<>, = rW.: + .c'.', (t}, = nT(2n + 1). 

q,' , np,'e' Ll !'J. 
K(qO)=jqj· q, =-c,-th2T. (1.12) 

The quantity L~0 '(q<l.tq2) was calculated inl2J: 

L~''= ~(!!!..)'{[~(~-ill)+~ (H:l-l!L)]s, (~) 
16v c q, q, q q, q, q T 

+~ (lli+H:l)s, (~)}. (1.13) 
q q, q, T 

( 1.14) 

Using ~1.13) and the limiting expressions for 

L~1'(~~~2}, we reduce (1.10), after simple transforma

tions, to the form (Hc0 is the critical field at T = 0): 
a) w«;; Q ~ LIJ {LI"t)' 

Ll.(q) 4ni ( H,H, )' ( Llo )' 1 
-L\- = -q: Hoo Ll th(LI/2T)L(q0) 

x{F,(q/q,) [th~+(1- 1 -i)~ch-'~] 
2T A 2T 2T 

+F,(q/q,) [th~- (1-~) ~ch-'~]}; (1.15) 
2T A 2T 2T 

b) Q..;; (t}..;; Ll 

Ll.(q) 4ni ( H,H, )'( Llo )' 1 
-LI- = - q: H" T t-::-h-:-( LI:-/:::-2T=-)--=L-:-( q---:0-) . 

X [ F,(q/q,) ( S, (:)- 4~ ch-' :r) + F,(q/q,)S,~ ~)] . 

Here (1.16) 

F,(y)= I xdx =~{'/,(1-y), 0<y«;;1, 
, (x'+1)((x+y)'+1) 3)'3 y-•, y>-1, 

(1.17) 

F ( ) - 1 J x(y- x)dx { '/uy'. 0 < y « 1, 
2 y -zg ,(x'+1)((y-x)'+1) = 2n/3l'3Y', y~1. 

It is seen from (1.15) and (1.16) that on going to the 
frequency w ~ n the function Aw(q) changes by one 
order of magnitude. The coordinate dependence of 
Aw(z) is determined by the inverse Fourier transforma
tion of formulas (1.15) and (1.16). Just as in the static 
casel2J, there exist two temperature regions, in each of 
which the expression for L(qO) simplifies: 

1-T/T,«;;x'l• L(q)~ 1 -T/T,(2x'+{q6L)'), 
x' (1.18) 

1- T/T,>x'l•, L(q) ~In (q6o) ~In (qoso) 

oL is the London depth of penet:L'•ation: oL = Kv/ A-/6. 
In the first region (K 2 ~ 1- T/Tc ~ K415) the major 

contribution to the integrals with respect to q is made by 
q ~ K/oL ~ qo. Replacing F1(y) and F2(y) by their values 
at y = 0, we obtain 
a) (t}..;;Q 

Ll.(z)=- 4n'~(H,H,)' x 1 (~)'(1 _1-i)e-•~ 
L1. 9}'6 H,0 1- T/T, q,{jL Ll A (1.19) 

b) w>f.l 

Ll..(z) = _ 4n'i ( H,H, )' x 1 ( ~)' e-''""'L 
Ll. 9)'6 H,, 1- TjT, q,{JL Ll. (1.20) 

Thus, in this temperature region the first harmonic of 
the gap decreases in general exponentially. 

In the temperature region 1- T/Tc » K415 we have 
a) w«;;Q 

Ll.{z) 4 . (H,H,)' ( L\0 )'--1 __ 
T =- m Hoo A th( LI/2T)In(q0S.,) 

·{<D,(zq,)[ th-LI. +( 1-1---i) _LI ch_,_t._] + 
2T A 2T 2T 

+<D,(zq,)[th-t. -(1J_-_i )-LI ch-'~]}· 
2T A 2T 2T ' ( 1. 21) 

b) w>Q 

Ll.(z) 4 .(H,H,)'(LI')' 1 
-LI-=- m Hoo ~ th(LI/2T)In(qoso) 

X {<D,(zq,) (s, { / )- 4~ ch-' 2~ }+<D,(zq,)S, (T !'J.)} (1.22) 
1 +oo 

<D,,,(z)=~ l F,,,(y)e'•'dy, (1.23) 

(JJ (z)= {4n.[27-(1/9n)IJl'(1/3)~0.108, z=O, 
' 2i3/27z', z ~ 1; 

«D,(z) = { Sn/216 ~ 0,073, z = o, 
4/nz', z>1. 

We see that at distances zq0 » 1, i.e., q01 ~ z ~ ~o, 
the amplitude of the first harmonic of the gap decreases 
like 1/z2. On the other hand, at distances exceeding ~ 0 , 
the decrease is mainly exponential. 

2. DEPENDENCE OF THE SURFACE IMPEDANCE OF 
A SUPERCONDUCTOR ON AN EXTERNAL CON
STANT MAGNETIC FIELD 

As usuallsJ, we define the surface impedance by the 
relation 

E{w) = ~{w) [H(w)n]. (2.1)* 

Here E(w) and H(w) are the values of the amplitudes of 
the alternating electric and magnetic fields on the sur
face of the superconductor, and n is the inward normal 
to the metal. As in the preceding section, we assume 
that the magnetic field on the surface of the supercon
ductor is given by 

Hsur(t) = Ho + H, sin wt. 

We shall solve Maxwell's equations by perturbation 
theory. In the zeroth approximation H0 = 0 and we ob
tain for the impedance the well-known relation 

(!) +• dq 
~·<(!)>= -2i-S -Y(qiD). 

C -oo 2n 
(2.2) 

If H0 "" 0, we include in the current the next higher non
linear term of the expansion in A: 

j(qw) = j,(qw) + j,(qiD). (2.3) 

Substituting (2.3) in Maxwell's equations, we obtain for 
the correction to the electric field on the surface 

. W +Joo dq 4n 
E,(ID)=I- -Y(qiD)-j,(qw). (2.4) 

C -oo 2n c 

We shall calculate the difference between the surface 
impedance of the superconductor in the presence of a 
constant magnetic field and the value of the impedance 
at H0 = 0, referred to the surface resistance of the 
normal metal. This is precisely the quantity measured 
in the experiments. Thus 

*[H(w)n] =H(w) X n. 
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T)=(~(Ho)-~(0))/RN, (2.5) 

RN=~~~~.=~~(3n'Ne'~)-''•. (2.6) 
3}'3 c 3}'3 c me' v 

Taking (2.4) into account, we obtain 

co 2 +~ dq 4n 
1J = ----J -Y(qco)-j,(qco). (2.7) 

c H,RN 2n c 

The expression for the current h will be written in 
the form: 

4n +~ dk, dk, dk, 
-j,(k) =JJJ 6(k- k,- k,- k,)K,(kk,k,k,)A(k,) 

c -~ (2n)' 

+~ dk,dk, 
X A(k,)A(k,)+ JJ ~ll(k- k,- k,)K,(kk,k,)A(k,)Ll.,(k,), 

-~ ( ) 
A(k)= IAI. (2.8) 

The meaning of the kernels K2 and K3 will be made clear 
subsequently. Substituting (2.8) in (2.7) and using (1.1), 
we obtain the following general expression for the cor
rection 1J: 

co 1 
1J =- 3i--ll,(co) 

c RN • (2.9) 

ll,(co) = 9
3'', [2 sf Is dq dq, dq, dq,l\(q- q,- q,- q,)K, ( q q, q, q,) 
n -~ co co 0 0 

+~ 

X Y(qco) Y(q,co) Y(q,O) Y(q,O) + SJ JJ dq dq, dq, dq,6(q- q,- q,- q,) 

( q q, q, q,) +• dq, 
XK, 0 0 Y(qco)Y(q,O)Y(q,co)Y(q,0)+2J--

co co -~L(q,O) 

+• 

< ![ dq dq,ll(q- q,- q,)K,(! ~ ~·) Y(qco) Y(q,O) 

X SJ dq, dq,l\(q,- q,- q,)L, ( q, q, q,) Y(q,co) Y(q,O) 
-oo CO CO 0 

+ IL~:.~)Jjaqdq,l\(q-q,-q,)K,(! ~· ~') Y(qco)Y(q,co) 

+oo 

X II dq, dq,l\(q,- q,- q,)L,('l(q,q,q,) Y(q,O) Y(q,O)]. (2.10) 

In deriving (2.10) we used the symmetry properties 
of the kernels L2, K2, and K3: 

L,(kk,k,) = L,(kk,k,), 

K,(kk,k,) = K,(kk,k,), K,(kk,k,k,) = K,(kk,k,k,). 

If w = 0, then o1(w) is pure real, and (2.10) coincides 
with the corresponding expression obtained by Rusinov 
and ShapovalL2J for the correction to the depth of pene
tration of a constant static magnetic field. If w r< 0, then 
ol(w) is a complex quantity whose imaginary part de
termines the nonlinear correction to the absorption of 
the electromagnetic waves. It is our purpose to calcu
late the first term of the expansion of o 1( w) in powers 
of w. The result depends significantly on the relations 
between the different parameters that characterize the 
superconductor. Actually,. we wish to take into account 
the frequency dispersion in the kernels L, K, L2, K2, 
and K3. There are several characteristic frequencies, 
starting with which it is necessary to take into account 
the frequency dispersion in each of these kernels. 

First among these is the dispersion connected with 
the impurities, which was discussed in the preceding 
section. It plays a role in the kernels L2, K2, and K3, 

starting with the frequency fl ~ A/(AT)2, which, as we 
shall see, depends strongly on the temperature and the 
number of impurities in the superconductor. 

Second, there is the frequency dispersion in the 
kernel K(k) which enters in Y(k); this dispersion is con
nected with the fact that the penetration of the electro
magnetic field into the superconductor changes its 
character with increasing alternating- field frequency, 
in which case it is governed not by the equation for the 
Meissner effect but by the equations for the skin effect. 
Mathematically this means that the first and second 
terms in the expression for the kernel K(k) (seel3 J) 

K(qco)=---1--- 1-th-q,' . co po'e'[ Ll. 
1 q I c c' 2T 

Ll. '( Ll. ) ,(u tl. ( tl. )] +ych- 2T ln2y-;;;--2yP T , 

P(x)=+Joo de chxe-chx 
, e'-1{chxe+1)(chx+1) (2.11) 

which describe the Meissner effect and the anomalous 
skin effect, respectively, become equalized at the fre
quency fl1 ~ A2/Tc. 

Finally, at the frequency fl 0, which is also of the 
order of A 2/Tc in a "pure" superconductor at tempera
tures 1- T/Tc d> K 2, the frequency dispersion comes 
into play in the kernel L(qw), i.e., starting with this fre
quency, an important influence on the dynamics of the 
superconductor is exerted by oscillations of the super
conductivity parameter. Indeed, the expression for 
L(qw), like (1.4), can be written in the form 

L(qco) =D'l(qO) +D'l(qco), (2.12) 

L( 0 J(q0) is the static result of (1.11). 
Calculating Lu>(qw) in analogy with the calculation 

of L~1 > in Appendix 2, we can obtain 

D'l(qco)= n'coLl. ch-'~+ inco [th~-th)'Ll.'+(qv/2)' 
BlqlvT 2T 2lqiv 2T 2T 

-~ch-'~ln21 / 2Ll. +2~P(~)+~M(~ E-)] 
T 2T f co T T 2T 2T '2tl. . 

This result is valid if 

Here 

co«:: .6., T, qv > }'Zd.co > 1/ "'· 

M(Oy) = ln l'Y'+f + 1 , x ~ 1, 
y 

M(xy) = -(1-thxf1 + y') / x, x>i. 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

If we assume that A« T, then (2.13) coincides with the 
formula obtained by KemoklidzeLsJ. A comparison of 
(2.13) and (1.11) shows that L( 1J(qw) becomes of the 
order of L( 0 >(qw) at a frequency flo~ A2/Tc· 

In calculating the correction to the impedance, we 
first take into account the contribution made to 1J by the 
dispersion on the impurities. Putting w = 0 in Y(qw) 
and K(qw) and using the relations 
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(ol mpo (o) 
K, (qq,q,) = 16n2tf"L' (q,- q,q), 

L~'l ( q q, q, ) = L~'l ( q, q - q, ) , 
(I) (I) 0 (I) (I) 0 

we reduce the expression for 6 1(w) to the form 

ll,(w) -11,(0) 

H' +m 
= 3~, sus(dq dq, dq, dq,ll (q- q,- q,- q,) Y(q) Y(q,) Y(q,) Y(q,) 

X [K,<•> ( q q, q, q, ) + 2K~'l ( q q, q, q, ) ] 
(I) 0 (I) 0 (I) (I) 0 0 

Ho' mp,+m dq +m ''l + -16n-J -L O) JJaq, dq,ll(q- q,- q,)L, (qq,q,) Y(q,) Y(q,) · 
3n' 2n' -oo (q -oo 

+m 

X SJ dq, dq,b(q- q,- q,) Y(q,) Y(q,) 

X [ 4L,<•> (! : ~·) + L~'l ( : - !' 6 ) ] . (2.15) 

The calculation of the kernels ~1 > at A 5 1 is 
similar to that used in Appendix 2, but is much more 
cumbersome. As a result we can obtain from (2.15) the 
following limiting formulas: 
a) oo~ Q 

II, (w) -II,(O) = 1- i (~)'~ 1- th'(ll/2T) 1 (!!3...)' 
2n'J. ll T th' (M2T) q0 H,0 

[ qov 1 5 +m dx ] 
X (2n)' wJ.' C,+sLL(q,x) At(x)(F,(x)-F,(x)) ; (2.16) 

b) w>Q 

ll,(w)-II,(O)=~(~)'Il 1-th'(Ll/2T) 1 (!!3...)' 
n' ll T th'(ll/2T) q0 H,0 

[ 2i qov 1 +Jm dx ] 
X -~--;-C• +a_OOL(qox) A,(x) (F,(x)-F,(x)) . (2.17) 

In these formulas, A1(x) = F1(x)S1(~/T) + F2{x)S2(~/T), 
c2 = 0.69 and cl = 0.056 are the values of certain of the 
definite integrals, which were determined numerically. 
In calculating the integrals in (2.16) and (2.17), as in the 
preceding section, two temperature regions appear. If 
1- T/Tc « K415 , we assume the arguments of F1{x) and 
F2(x) to be equal to zero and take into account the pole 
in L{q0x). As a result we obtain 

a) w~ Q, x'~ 1- T/T.~x''• 

II, (w) -111 (0) 

_ 10_,6 (Ho)' 1-i [0,17 T, 065x''• 1 
-

0 H" J.(1-T/T,)'I, ""'J:2~+ (1_:_T/T,)'1• ; 

(2.18) 

ll,(w)- 6,(0) 

= 10-'llo - -i091-' '~ . ( Ho ) ' 1 [ T 2 1~•;, ] 
H,, (1-T/T,)'1• ' (I)X + (1-T/T,)'I• , 

(2.19) 

60 is the coefficient in the formula for the depth of 
penetration near Tc: 6 = 6o{1- T/Tcr112. 

In the temperature region 1- T/Tc ~ K415 , replacing 
L(q0x) by ln(q0 ~ 0) and using the results of the numerical 
calculations oft2J 

00 

F,'(x)dx = 0,066,, J F,' (x) dx = 0,011, 
0 

J F,(x)F,(x)dx = 0,010, 
0 

we obtain 

a) (I)~Q, 1-T/T.>x''• 

1- i ( Llo )' ~ 1- th'(ll/2T) ( Ho )' 
ll,(w)-II,(O)= 10-'--;:q.- T T th'(ll/2T) H,o 

x[ 0,27~+ 3S,(Il/T)-0,53S,(Il/T) ] ; (2 .20) 
wJ.' ln(qoso) 

b) w>Q, 1-T /T,>x''• 

1 ( t., )'ll 1-th'{ll/2T) ( Ho )' 
ll,(w)- 6,(0)= 10-'q: T T th'(ll/2T} H,o 

X [-O,iii~+ 0,64S,(d/T)+0.052S,(Ll/T)]. (2.21 ) 
w ln(qoso) 

We now take into account the contribution made to TJ 
by the dispersion of the kernels K(qw) and L(qw). The 
dispersion of these kernels becomes significant if the 
condition no ~ ~2/Tc « n1 ~ ~/(~7) 2 is satisfied, as 
is possible near T c· After certain transformations of 
(2.10), we obtain 

. ( Ho )' C-'l•(ll/T) 9)'3 qo'-
1J = - 1 H,o th'(ll/2T) 8nJ"'6."" 11' 

(2.22) 
+m 

11 =- <2~>' ~0 Sfjj aq, aq,aq, aq,ll(q, + q, + q, + q,)~1 (q.q,q,q,) 

X Y(q,w) [Y (q,O) Y (q,O) Y (q,w) + Y (q,O) Y (q,w) Y(q,O) 

2+oo dq 
+ Y(q,w) Y(q,O) Y(q,O) ]+ sl L(qw) A.'(qw) 

1 +m dq 
+"3LL(qO) Ao(qw)Az(qw), 

C(~/T) denotes here the expression in the square 
brackets in (2.11), 

+m 

(2.23) 

Ao(qO) = H dq, dq,ll(q + q, + q,)L~O) (qq,q,) Y(q,O) Y(q,O), 

+m 

A,(qw) = SJ dq, dq,ll(q + q, + q,)r,o> (qq,q,) Y(q,w) Y(q,w), 

x<•>-(s 3(1l)'s)( Jq.J + Jq./ +/q.+q./) 
3 - .-4 7. 6 q,(q.+q,) q,(q,+q,) q,q, 

+ (1234) + ( 13) (24) + ( 4321) + ( 123) + ( 432) + ( 12) + (34) 

-~(~)'s, /q./+/q./-/q./-/q./ 
4 .:l, (q, + q,) (q, + q,) . 

In these formulas, Sn are the dimensionless tempera
ture functions introduced inr2J (which must not be con
fused with (1.14)); (abc) denotes a permutation of the 
arguments, with the aid of which the corresponding 
term can be obtained from the first. For example, 
(123) denotes the substitution qi- q2- qa, q3- qi. 

Concrete calculations of TJ using formulas (2.23) are 
exceedingly cumbersome. Depending on the values of 
the parameters, we used for the kernels K and L one of 
the limiting expressions, and then we evaluated the in
tegrals of (2.23) by expansion in powers of a suitable 
small parameter. For example, when w << no the 
second term of (2.11) is small compared with the first, 
i.e., q0 ~ 6 8\ corresponding to the fact that the pene-
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tration of the field into the superconductor is deter
mined by the Meissner effect, and consequently we have 
in the integrals (2.23) the small parameter (q0 5sf1 ~ 1, 
in terms of which the expansion was carried out. In the 
same frequency region, for the kernel L(qw), the second 
term in (2.13) was also small compared with L< 0 >(q0). 

In the other limiting case w »no, the kernel K(qw) 
contains the parameter qoos « 1. In the kernel L(qw), 
in this frequency region, L< 1>(qw) becomes the principal 
term. Since an important role is played here by the 
values qv >>A, we can use the expression obtained by 
Abrahams and TsunetoL7 J: 

D'l(qro) = -imro I 8T,. 

This formula is obtained from (2.13) under the condition 
w «A.« qv « Tc· 

We present now final expressions for the correction 
to the impedance at different values of the parameters 
(we used in the calculations the condition K « 1). The 
temperature region is K 2 « 1- T/Tc « K415 • 

1) {J) ~ Q, ~ !1; IT, 

tJ =(~)'[-t5,2 .fo-•(-;-)''• (1-T/T,)-' 
H,, X T, 

- i · 10-• ( ;, )"' x'1•(1- T /To) -"1• + 10-'x-'1• ( ;, )"' ( 1- T jT,)-' 

+2.2 ·10-'x''•( ;J'' (1-T/T,)-"1• 

+2,9 ·lOx''•( ;, )"' (1-T/T,)-"1•ln'(21'1/ro)]. (2.24) 

2) ffi>!J,~t.'IT, 

tJ = (f!!.)' [ (-y'3 + i} · 2,9 · 10-'x-'1• T, (1- T jT,) ''• 
H,, ro 

+("y3 + i). 3,2. 10-'x'1• ~· (1- T/T,)-'1• + (i- 1) · 2,3 

'( T ) "I• ] X 10x'1• -;;- (1- T/T,)''• . (2.25) 

The different terms in these formulas are connected 
with different terms of the initial formula (2.23). It is 
important to note that the last term in (2.25) describes 
the gap oscillations and corresponds to the second term 
in (2.23). We see that it makes the main contribution to 
1J, and its comparison with the terms of (2.24) shows 
that the real and imaginary parts of 1J reverse sign with 
increasing frequency on going through w ~ no. This 
change of sign is connected with allowance for the de
pendence of the kernel L(qw) on w in the second term 
of (2.23). 

Let us finally write the expression for 1J in the reg
ion K415 « 1- T/Tc « 1, w «no: 

tJ = (.!!.!_)' [-t2,3 ·10-'(+)''• (1-T/T,)-' 
H,, xL 

- i8,5 · 10-'--1- /~)''• (1- T/T,)-'1• + to-•x-'1• (~)•!, 
ln(l/x) \' T, T. 

X (1- T/T,)-' + 2,4 · to-• (~)'!• (1- T/T,)-'I,_i_ 
T, ln(l/x} 

+ 10x'1• ( ;.) ''• (1- T/T,)-"1•ln'(2tJ,fro}]. (2.26) 

Formulas (2.24)-(2.26) can be illustrated by a qualita
tive plot (see Fig. 3). 

In the temperature region 1- T/Tc ~ 1 the formulas 
for 1J differ from (2.6) only in that they depend little on 

or-~~~~~----------~, 

,_ T/rc 

FIG. 3 

the temperature and are much more complicated in 
form. 

In the temperature region 1 - T/ Tc « K 2 , the ques
tion of the influence of the constant magnetic field on 
the surface impedance of a superconductor was investi
gated by KemoklidzeLBJ, who took into account only the 
second term of formula (2.23). As regards the other 
theoretical papers, for exampleL8 ' 9J, only the influence 
of a constant magnetic field on the spectrum of the 
quasiparticles was taken into account there and the 
oscillations of the ordering parameter and the contribu
tion of these oscillations to the surface impedance of 
the superconductor were not investigated. Our results 
(Fig. 3) show that the gap oscillations lead to interesting 
features in the behavior of the surface impedance. 

There are presently reports of experimental investi
gations of nonlinear effects in superconductors, par
ticularly the influence of a constant magnetic field on 
the surface impedance of a superconductor3 >. However, 
a quantitative comparison of our formulas with the 
corresponding experiments is impossible, for several 
reasons. First, as we have already seen, all the non
linear effects in superconductors are strongly influ
enced by even negligible amounts of ordinary impuri
ties4>; second, the existing experiments were performed 
with superconductors of the intermediate type, K ~ 1, 
whereas our formulas are applicable to distinct Pippard 
superconductors, K << 1. Nonetheless, the obtained 
formulas are in qualitative agreement with experiment. 
In particular, the reversal of the sign of Re 1J was ob
served in several experiments and is a reliably estab
lished fact. The external-field frequency at which Re 1J 
goes through zero satisfies furthermore the relation 
w ~ A 2/Tc, in agreement with our formulas. 

In conclusion, the author is grateful to L. P. Gor'kov 
and G. M. Eliashberg for suggesting the problem and 
for constant help with the work, to A. I. Rusinov and 
Yu. N. Ovchinnikov for discussions, and I. P. Perstnev 
and V. M. Finkel'berg for numerical calculations. 

APPENDIX 1 

We shall show that if qv » 1/ T it is possible to re
place the mean value of a product of several Green's 
functions by the product of the mean values. For sim
plicity we consider the product of two Green's functions. 
When averaging over the impurities, it is convenient to 
employ the method proposed inl12 J, that of reducing, in 

3l For details, see [ 10), which contains a bibliography on this problem. 

4lThe influence of impurities on absorption in a Pippard supercon
ductor (AI) in the presence of a constant magnetic field was studied 
in [ 11 ), but at frequencies w ~ 6. 
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a definite manner, the averaging of the superconducting 
Green's functions of the impurities to an averaging over 
the Green's functions of the normal metal. For exam
ple, for averaging of the product of two Green's func
tions the matter reduces to averaging the combination 

((G,,"(xx,) -G., ... (xx,)) (G,;"(x,x) -G./(x,x))), 

where GR(A} are the retarded (advanced) Green's func
tions of the normal metal, and €1 and E2 are frequency 
arguments corresponding to the energy variables ~ and 
~ 1 in the initial super conducting Green's functions. In 
this mean value, only the two terms (RA) and (AR) 
differ from zero, and for one of them the summation of 
the "ladder of dashed lines" leads to the following equa
tion for the vertex (isotropic scattering): 

nlul' 
flA"(q) = 1- flA"(q) (2n)'J dpG,,"'(p)G,,"(p -q). 

Here n is the electron density and u the Fourier com
ponent of the impurity potential. After integration we 
obtain 

n ... "(q) = [ 1-J.. +s· d"' 1-· 
2t_, e..-e,-qv+i/t ' 

If now qv ~ 1/ T , then small angles JJ. play a role in the 
integral, and we can extend the integration to infinity 
and confine ourselves to a contribution of the pole. We 
immediately find that the second term in the denomina
tor is small compared with the first by a factor (qv 
(qVTr1 « 1. Neglect of this term is equivalent to 
neglecting the ''ladder of dashed lines.'' 

APPENDIX 2 

In the temperature technique we obtain for L2(kk1k2) 
after averaging over the impurities: 

l1 ( ev )' +• de, de, de, +l 
L,(kk,k,)=-- ~ JJJ . J<1-!l')d!l 4 c __ (2m)' _, 

X T~ ll'+e(e-oo,)+(e- oo,) (e-oo)+ e(e-oo)+e,e2 +e1e,-e,e, 
~ (e' -E,') ((s- w,)' -E,') ((e- oo)'-Es') 

+• 
X J d6(G,, ... (p)- G,,"(p)) (G,,"'(p- q,)-G,,"(p- q,)) 

X (G., A(p- q)- G,,"(p- q) ). 

e = inT(2n + 1). E, =1e•'+ !1', G,B(A)(p) = (s- 6 ± i/2t)-'. 

(A2.1) 
By analytic continuation of the product of the thermo
dynamic Green's functions we get 

~ 1 +• [ 8 e-Cll 
T ~( ... )-+-4ni Jde th 2T( ... ) ...... "'-th"'2T( .•. )""" 

-(th-e--the-w,) ( ... )"""'-(th~-th.!=!)( )" ...... ] 
2T 2T 2T 2T ... . 

Here( ... ) denotes the product of three Green's func
tions, and the indices R and A denote which of them are 
taken to be retarded and which advanced after the con
tinuation. 

After integrating with respect to ~ and making the 
transformation {€1 E2€ 3}- (~~ 1~2), we obtain from (A2.1) 

Let us integrate with respect to ~, ~ 1 and ~ 2 : 

~ll(w)~ 1 L,(kk,k,) =- - J (1 -IL')dfLT .E-
8 c -· • '1''1'•'1'• 

' X [ a+ '1'•'1'•- '1''1'• + '1"1'• '+ ( 'I'++- 'I'• ) 
(y + y,-x, + i/'r) (y +v. -x + i/T:) x, ++x, 

, a-y.y,-yy,-yy. ~ 

+( + +'! )( + + I , a=ll'+ee,+ee0 +e,60 'I'• y-x, ' T y, 'I'• x, + i t) 

After analytic continuation we obtain 

l1 z+l +• 
L,(kk,k,) =-32 ( e;) J (1 -!l')dfl J ds· 

-s -• 

{ th(s/2T) [ a+v•Y•-w•+'l"''• ("..-.."•) 
X '1"1'•'1'• (y+y,-x,+ilr)(v+v.-x+i/1:) + x,++x, 

+ a- '1'•'1'• - '1''1'• - '1"1'• ] 
(y, +v -x, + i/'r) (y, + 'I'• +xz + i/T) 

th(e/2T) -th ( 6 - 00') 

_ 2T [ «+Y•Y•-VY•+VY• 
YV•'I'• (V + '\'t- x, + i/l') (V + 'I'•- X+ i/l') 

+ ('Y..-..'1'•)+ a-y.y,-'fy•-VY• J} k ..-..k 
x,++xz (v.+v-x.+i/l')(y,+v.+x.+i/-r) +( 1 z), 

Now the roots y are already defined as indicated in the 
text. The first term in the curly brackets has no singu
larities in the lower E half-plane other than the simple 
poles of tanh(t:/2T). The second term has, besides the 
poles connected with tanh( E/2T) - tanh( €- w1)/2T, also 
the cut (- oo, - .6.) ( .6., + oo) in accordance with the defini
tion of y. By closing the integration contour in the lower 
half plane, we can easily verify that the contribution 
from the poles of tanh(t:/2T)- tanh({€- w1)/2T) cancels 
out the first term of the expansion of the first term 
in w. On the other hand, the zeroth term of the expan
sion of the first term in w yields the static result. 
Therefore, accurate to terms of order (w/T) 2 , it is 
necessary to take into account only the path around the 
cut. 

Thus, we arrive at the formula 

<•> t:. (ev)'+J• de ( e e-oo,) L, (kk,k,)= -- - (1-fl')d!-IJ- th--th--
32 c _, , 'i/'1'•'1'• 2T 2T 

X [ a. + 'I'• 'I'• - 'V'I'• + 'VY• + ( 'V ++-Yo ) 
(V + 'I'• -x, + i/l') (V + 'I'• -x + i/t) x, ..-..x, 

..j... a-y.y,-vy.-yy, ]+<k k) 
<v•+v-x.+i/-r)(Y•+Yo+x.+i/T) ,..-.. '· 

If qv ~ 1/T, very small JJ. play the major role and we 
can extend the integration with respect to JJ. to infinity. 
After integration we obtain 

Lf'' (kk,k,) =- inll' (!!!!._)' J~(th...':.-th~} 
Bv c , 'VY•'I'• 2T 2T 

(A2.2) 
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Recognizing that the values significant in the integration 
with respect to E in (A2.2) are IE I ~ A, and putting 
w2 = 0, we arrive at formula (1.5)). 
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